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I\irr 1.0 IniToducrinn 
1 BEGINNING RELEVANCE 
Modetn planning 
During the mid-twentieth century, modernist archi-
tects like Lt‘ Corbusier imagined the tall building 
can create a future city. This Teirsion of modernism 
promoted the recdliiiear, uniform solutions on eve-
rything, from the architecture of cities to the lives of 
men, literally bulldozing anything in its way. But there 
were a lot of critique for the failure ness of modern 
architecture. After the the demolition of Pruitt Igoe 
in the early 197()'s, the age of Modernism was at its 
end. 
version of modernisms current planning 
under development of architecture 
Industrialization in product vs architecture 
i^ irr 1.(1 lim.nducti<�n 
1 BEGINNING RELEVANCE 
Reality urban development is against the city 
dream 
At the beginning of the 2()rh century, architecture was 
in a macro aspect, the 2D planning is going down. 
The path towards the 3d city really starts, but what 
is the urban reality? Reality is keeping in the high 
density urban and rapid growth in the world, there is 
remaining of 40-6()s city planning, we can't change 
the growth of "object" "scatter housing building in 
for the complex world, for the conservation, what is 
the possibility for expansion of cipacity within no 
change size, an limited expansion of the world? 
！ ? 
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Realitv urban development is against the city dream 
the remaining of 40-60s city planning 2 . can't change the growth of “ object" “scatter 
housing building in for the complex world, for the 
conservation 
IVu'i 1,(1 IniTfKluctifm 
1.1 BEGINNING RELEVANCE 
Modem planning and architecture in HK 
The planning principle of these new towns is to 
achieve the Government's objectives of developing 
a balanced New Town and a regional centre of the 
NWNT. Higher order commercial and residential 
developments are envisaged in these areas. Tin Shui 
Wai New Town is planned to provide a good mix of 
various types of housing development to meet the 
forecast demand and sufficient open space and com-
munity facilities for the residents. As the New Town 
is in close proximity to the Deep Bay area, a recreated 
wetland park and conservation area towards the Mai 
I)o Marshes are proposed. The proposed wetland park 
will be open to the public with managed access. 
compare with other two town, Tin Shui Wai is 
homo, not enough in related to context,culture.. 
Tin Shui Wai 
Tseung Kun O 
l\uT 1.0 Itunvlucium 
1.2 STATEMENT 
Tin Shui W'ai (TS\X) has been dubbed the ‘city of 
sadness' tor its high rate ot unemployment, sui-
cides, and spousal and child abuse. The government 
has been criticized for maintaining insufficient level 
of services and facilities to meet the rapid popula-
tion growth in TS\X': This thesis is going to find the 
reason of the occurrence of the city of sadness, 
researching the missing issue under the modern 
planning, and dealing with maximize usable capac-
ity of TSW’ while retaining our better qiiality of 
human life. The existing planning had explored the 
possibilities of living in extremely high densities, 
but high density in TSW creates emptiness in some 
ways. What answers can wc offer for increasingly 
pressing planning problems? By rethinking the po-
tential of urban design anci three-dimension living 
space that can help the town growing in a positive 
way, and the possibility of humanity could become 
the 1st priority in post -making a humanist place 
of the people, for the people, by the people. The 
proposed maximum density was also intended to 
achieve a maximum of humanist place. Maybe go a 
step further by optimking this maximum, an explo-
ration beyond all borders. 
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development of TSW 
-M'Z 2.0 Sire eclectic^ n -Xorrhcrn Tin Shui W'ai riSVV) 
2.1 OVERVIEW IN TIN SHUI WAl 
Tin Shui Wai (TSW) 
Tin Shui W ai New Town is located in the northwest-
ern part of New Territories, Hong Kong, in Yuen 
Long District. Tin Shui Wai was formerly part of 
the wetland system in Inner Deep Bay. The aren was 
later reclaimed by the local villagers for fish farming 
and duck fanning. For the purpose of developing 
a self-contained urban development, an agreement 
was reached in 1982 to develop Tin Shui Wai for 
residential use. 
New Town Development in late 1980s 
the ponds were reclaimed for the development of Tin 
Shui Wai New Town in 1987 .A total area of about 
430 hectares of land has been formed by reclamation 
of the low-lying areas. 
Southern part 
The Development Zone of 220 hectares, located in 
the southern part of the new town, has been devel-
oped to house about 200 0(X) people, complete with 
all infmstrucaire works and a full range of community 
facilities. 
Northern part 
The north development 2oiie has residential apart-
ment buildings that are generally taller and denser 
than those in the south zone. The population of Tin 
Shui Wai rose rapidly over the last part of the century. 
Tlie government has been criticized for maintaining 
not enough level of services and facilities to meet 
the rapid population growth in Tin Shui Wai. Tin 
Shui \K,ai has been dubbed the ‘city of sadness' for its 
high rate of unemployment，suicides, and child abuse. 
Over the last eight years, about 20 people have died 
in 6 suicides. 
Part 2.0 Sire t^ dec.tiim — Northern Tin Shui Wai Cl'SW) 
.2 BASIC PROBLEMS IN NORTHERN T S W 
There is so many issues to be solved (tangible/intan-
gible): 
Land use- mainly residential area. Housing Mix- high 
percentage of uiiimry and homogeneity public hous-
ing, Provision of employment opportunities- low end 
job. Provision of government and public facilities, 
Transport system, Community building and the use 
of open space[2], Psychology. 
Unemployment 
There are some kev issues to the planning layer. The 
town is not hivriiig enough job opportunities ro offer 
the residents and the people there just find it difficult 
to look for jobs outside the town because the high 
transportation cost and long traveling hours. For 
long-term, the current activities can be help, such as 
the "promotion, road show", not only recruitment 
exhibition, Their poor unemployment psychology, 
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BASIC PROBLEMS IN NORTHERN TSW 
Community facilities 
Facilities are not enough, or there are so far away (in 
next sub-town), so their living space doesn't have 
enough local cultural activities, to build up charac-
ter. 
Poor family relationship and child abuse prob-
lem 
And there is Poor family relationship and child abuse 
problem, Tin Shui Wai has 3,371 spouse abuses 
reported List year. It also recorded 93 of the 622 
reported cases of" child abuse throughout the' SAR 
last year. Most of the domestic violence is because of 
mainland wives and children joining their families in 
Hoiig Kong and not being able to adapt to the living 
emironmeiit. 
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3.1 KEYS TERM REFERENCE 
Modernization in planning 
Le Corbusier stated that "The result of a true geo-
metrical ky-oui: is repetition; The result of repeti-
tion is a standard, the perfect form (i.e. the creation 
of standard types). A geometrical lay-out means 
that mathematics plav their part. There is no first-
rate human production but has geometry at its 
base." [4] This version of modernism promoted the 
rectilinear, uniform solutions on everything, from 
the architecture of cities to the lives of men, liter-
ally bulldozing any tiling in its ways [4]. 
Post-modernism 
The Condition of Postmoderiiity stated that post-
modernism, by wjiy of contrasts, privileges hetero-
geneity and difference as lib era rive forces in the 
redefinition of cultural discourse and rejccts metan-
arratives and overarching theories. [5J [6] It purports 
an existence of multi-visionar)^ thinking within the 
mosaic of the contemporary metropolis. It heralded 
the shift from modernism to a "perspectivism that 
questions how radically different realities may co-
exist, collide and interpenetrate.,，[5] [6] 
Place 
“..the spaces where life occurs are places, in the 
true sense, of the world. A place is a space whish 
has a distinct charactci". Since ancient times the 
genius loci, or "spirit of place"，has been recog-
nized as he concrete reality man has to face and 
come to terms with in his daily life. Architecture 
means to visualize the genius loci, and the task of 
the arcliitect is to create meaningful places, whereby 
he helps mans to dwell. [3] 
New urbanism 
“ We recognize that physical solutions by them-
selves will not solve social and economic problems, 
but either can economics vitality, community stabil-
ity; and environmental health be sustained without a 
coherent and supportive physical framework." [7] 
\ irr Roscarch rck^-aticc 
3.2 CHARACTER OF DIFFERENT 
URBAN FORM 
Pedestrian-oriented urban form 
In the pedestrian-oriented urban form, most of them 
are small scale fabric, it had been formatting by generic 
growing with long history, it has their own speckl 
character and identity, and it always contains a great 
city centre. For example, in Copenhagen, Denmjirk, 
this city have special a car-free zone called the Stro-
get. In Paris, France, the streets were well planned by 
Georges-Eugne liaussmann. In Rome, ItJily^ East of 
the Tiber River is a clear focus bend to the Vatican. 
In Barcelona, Spain, La Ramblas is the main north-
south promenade. 
Small scale fabric 
Generic growing, long history 
Special character and identity 
Great city centre 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
City features a car-free zone called the Stroget 
Paris, France 
Streets were designed by Georges-Eugne Hauss-
mann" 
Rome, Italy 
East of the Tiber River bend that points to the Vati-
can\ 
巳Eircslo门3，Spain 
La Ramblas is the main north-south promenade 
M i f f J O i M • 画 
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Case study： 
A focus for life - Piazza del Campo，Siena 
In the ease study of Siena, - Vnzz'A del Campo becomes a focus 
for life, the Piazza del C随 p o whs at the heart of Siena and ir 
becomes n focus for life in rhc city for ccnturies. The l\\\xz?.o 
Pubblico (Town Hall)，which stands proudly iit the top of the 
piaz'/.a, was construcred between 129^ and 1310. Tliere is a valu-
able public area, the shcll-shuped Piazza del Gimpo is unique 
and welcome to be the town square, il: is mulrifuncrion, is also 
famous for hosting the Pulio horse nice. And there is also famous 
community insriruties: The V'Ahzzo Pubblico, houses vet another 
imporraiit iirr museum. Included within the museum is Ambrogio 
Lorcn/erti's series of painting on the good governmetir and rhe 
results of good and had governmcnr，is a meaningful record for 
rhc city’ also have a svmbolic motif for rhe citv. 
Case study: 
Pedestrian < the road • L a Ramblas 
In rhe case study of La Rambla, La Rumhla can be planned a 
series of shorter streets，J .a Ruinbki can be crowded, especially 
during prime time tourisr season. Most of rhe time, there are 
many more tourists than locals occupying the Rambla, which has 
changed the shopping selecrion，different clianicrer and inter-
est in different parr of this great street, people can go to there 
for many different lands of activities. And there is a adequate 
humanist street propoition, with few storey height of buildings 
ixnd nor roo wide and nor roo narrow srrcetscapa 
New york, USA 
Midtown Manhattan south of Central Park 
] \ « T 3.(1 llcscMich rcli;\'dnci.' 
3.2 CHARACTER OF DIFFERENT 
URBAN FORM 
Transit-oriented urban form 
In the transit-oriented urban form, cities were plan-
ning in this ccntury, pursuit' the most efficient and 
c o n v e n i e n c e vehic les fr iendly city, it a lways h a p p e n e d 
in low density of population. But there is lack of 
hmmnity and homogeneity on the appearance of the 
city, there is also poor comiecth'ity for human, people 
easy to feeling isolated. For example, in Mississauga, 
Canada, there is too large block and emptiness of 
sidewalk, in Sail Diego, USA, there is large building 
was occupied the whole district block. In San fran-
cisco, USA, the market street splits the central city 
into two grids, a kinds of breakthrough of city grid. 
In Ncav vork, USA, Midtown Manhattan south of 
Centml Park have a rigid planning. 
- L a c k of humanity 
-homogenity 
-Isolated, poor connnectivity 
- l o w density of population 
i i 
• • • • I • • • • • 
• • • I I 
Mississauga, Canada 
Too large block and emptyness of sidewalk 
San Diego, USA 
Large building block 
S3门 fr3门cisco, USA 
Market St splits the central city into two grids 
Wwx 3 .0 R e s e a r c h rck-vancex 
Case study： 
Breakthrough the rigid city planning grid, 1985 
I lorton Plaza is officially Westfield Morton Pkza, is a 5 level 
outdoor shopping mall locarcd in cenrrnl business district， 
downtown San Diego unci reniiirkable for its bright colors, 
iirchircctuml tricks and odd spatiul rhythms. Ir stands on 6 and 
a half ciry blocks and is ；idjuccnr ro the ciry,s historic Gnslamp 
Quarter, Ir is currenrly anchored by Macy's and Nordsrrom, 
There is breakthrough rhc rigid cin^ planning grid. When Ernest 
1 lahn iippro-achcd Jerclc to rcvirnlizc downtown San Diego in 
1977, the city's rax revenues could not support basic dry services, 
shopping cciircr bccame a catalyst for reviralization in other 
parrs of rhc city. This projccf redefine the retail experience, 
combiiiiition of different kinds of commerce into a pedestrian 
street, rich diversity, ir crcare new connecriviry, bring people 
back ro rhc cirv. 
Case study: 
N o t humanistic in the m o d e m planning, Pruitt-Igoe, 
1956 
This is famous failures of public housing in American histoiy. 
Its desrrucrion is considered by some to l)e the beginning of 
postmodern archirecture. There is rhc failui'c of modernist 
thinking and high-tech solutions to social problems, rational 
planning huilr on objecrivist models of human bdmvior. There 
is not establish a playground, a recrearion ccntcr, a public library 
branch, a Boy Scour Troop, a day care center, n health clinic and 
other amenities. 
• M i n i 
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Osaka, Japan 
Namba Parks extends the southern end of Mina-
mi, Osaka's historic central business district (CBD 
TSW, Hong Kong 
VuT.").() l loscarch rck;\'anc\' 
3.2 CHARACTER OF DIFFERENT 
URBAN FORM 
Mixed- used -oriented urban form 
In the iMixed- used -oriented urban form, have both 
of the charactcr of Pcdestrian-orienred and Transit-
oriented urban form, there are street with different 
width, and more variety of urban form, with high 
density of popuhtion. 
Street with different width of street 
More variety of urban form 
high density of populatio 
Shatin, Hong Kong 
Sha Tin, is one of the a fast growing new towns in 
Hong Kong, 
London, Britain 
The Mayfair and Soho districts south of Oxford 
Steet 
w i 
l \ i r t 3 .0 Research felt-v‘uice 
Case study: 
Continuous and centralization in New Town, Shatin, 1970s 
Sha Tin, is one of rhc hisr growing new towns in Hong Kong, Irs 
planned popuktion is about 735,000. There is a shopping, recrea-
tiond, gourmet: and cultural cenrcr of Hong Kong. Ir is renowned for 
inrrigiiing shopping malls, horseniang, delicious load delicacies and 
unique local ailnure. People will can a continuous street cxpcricncc 
when they walk thoughr clitTereiir place iummd New I'own Plaza, 
sincc there is ccntKilization of comniunity fecilirics, ir avoid the low 
iitrracrivcncss in rhe new rown, -and there is well connection of rhe 
rraiispomvtion system ro the public facilities. 
Case study: 
Natural and street flow, Namba city 2007 
Namba Parks is in downrowia Osaka, next to the starion. Namba 
Piirks extends the southern end of Minami, ()sak;i's hisroi-ic ccnrnil 
business district. Miiiami's iiiiiin street is the 4.4-kilonierer Alido-
suji, a rrec-liiied boulcvani that is compared with �.:ifth Avenue or 
Champs-El^-sccs because of its grand proportions and rhe nuinbtrr 
of deluxe stores and high-fashion boutiques along its length. Ar its 
southern end, Midosuji extends to the Niunlw riiil and subway sra-
tion. Arop the subway station, starting at street level is a seven-story 
branch of rhe famed Takishiniiua cleparrmcnr store [1]. There is 
pcdcsnian and shopping street The open spacc is irregular, and m) 
planar in all dimensions. 'J licrc is elevaroi: rower located in the oval 
center and gLiss-enclosed pedestrian bridges rraverse rhe canyon at 
various points at different: levels, merging with rhe interior spaces. 
There is canyon and niiriinil roof , rhe concept is rliar of a canyon 
cover through an urban park. A terniccd complex of retail spaces 
envelopes an open space in rhe ccntei", starring our as iui oval vorti-
cal space, open ro the sky and flowing out to the cnrraticc. green 
rerraccs atop rhe roofs of the retail spaces below. Extending the 
canyon theme to the roof, Jerde brings rhe c;my(>n-top landscape 
ro its vcrv precipice. Near the entrance, up a ramp from street level, 
replicas of -a home plate, and pitcher's irubber 'are set in the paving ro 
mark rhe exact location of rhe demolished Osaka Stadium. 
continuous stxcer experience 
centrali:5arion of community facilities 
avoid rhe low attractiveness in the new town 
well connection of rhe rransporfalion system ro rhe public facilities 
L^ -
1 • B l ^ ^ 1 
estate bridge centra丨 park > town hall > shopping mall 
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3.3 "PLACFVURBANISM IN HK 
Place for Hong Kong people 
I long Kong place zoning may have a certain differ-
ent to rhe foreign example； According the chapter 
of the new urbanism distribution of urban scale, 
mainly defined in two level of scnle, the macro scale 
is "•Neighborhood, district and corridor scale，，，the 
micro scale is “Block, street and building scale，’. 
Neighborhood, district and corridor scale 
In the Neighborhood, district and corridor scale, there 
is mainly three type of place defined : (IjMaiii street 
orienrated, (2)Shopping Mall under Private housing 
and station centre, (3)Mutiplc Shopping Mall centre. 
Mong Kong and Tsim Sha Tsui arc rhe example of 
(l)maiii streets orientated, both of them had been 
growing along rhe Nathan Road started from early 
year, Nathan road become the main transit iroute for 
ncAv emerging of residential, commercial building. 
And Shatin, Ma On Shan, Tung Chung, Tsiicn W an 
are the example of (2) shopping Mall under Private 
housing and stiirion ccntre district, this kinds of new 
town were planned with the transit orientated con-
sideration, such as Tram station and main highway, 
there are new town, far away from the city centre, so 
there is a mud-function city centre with shopping mall, 
civil centre. And Causewayb:iy’ Central are example 
of (3)Multiple Shopping iMall centre, there, are mainly 
central business district with several commercial mall 
to contain the business attracrioa. 
Hong Kong "place" zoning 
Neighborhood, district and corridor scale 
1. Main street orientated: 
Mong Kong, Tsim Sha Tsui, 
2. Shopping Mall under Private housing and sta-
tion centre: 
_ : B I 
mMnjjk 
••civic'. , 
• . B L O C K ; . . 
Mutiple Shopping Mall centre 
Block, street and building scale 
Attractive place fo Hong Kong people 
Pedestrianisation Market 
丨 Research rclcvaiicv 
3.3 "PLACE，7URBANISM IN HK 
(Conclusion of urban form study: 
Hong Kong place making is different from the world 
pattern; the old pattern is the centre of community 
is fountain and square, since Hong Kong has a large 
amount of population within the limited area. The 
formuhition method and process should be learned, 
if we want to study how to making place for Mong 
Koiig people. In the centre of Northern Tin Shui W ai 
are just three inhuman]t}' car-park building, and a small 
shopping mall with poor site context and connection. 
The potential of post-planning should be focused 
on the centre of interest place, such as commercial 
shopping street and multi-functional open area. 
Traditional "place" zoning TSW Protential "place" zoning 
.•？IHF 
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PART 4.0 INTERPRETATION OF MISSING PLANNING LAYER 
• 4.1 Murn^ins tiitidarrieiiriil iiecd'^  
4.2 Layer in planning 
；1.3 D e s i g n m e t h o d - u s e layer 3 ro a d i i c ^ c layer 4 
’ 二 . . . • • .... • J： ：', '•T；'''；'：'：V" ‘ . • . . 
As TSW was uitidy.cd of the inhum.iniT}； {he new planning'' should be toor- o；, hiujuan first, actiuih; what 
iifc hunwn tmidaratntal acceis? Fhcrc are some of ihe pf.ycli(>l<jgist hijvc do in<,记 of it'M'.iri h. 
\ m 4 .0 I r m T p a . n u i u n o f m i s s i n g p l a n n i n g layer 
4.1 HUMANS FUNDAMENTAL NEEDS 
The Three Fundamental Needs (TFN) Model 
People are motivated by three t^ 'pcs of flindamental needs; 
Scciirin; Smtus, and Sdmiilatioii. Individual beha\'ior can 
be explained bv the weight that a person gives to each of 
the three needs at an)' point in lime. Grapliically one can 
imagine the circles in the illustration below [2|slTifring in 
si2e and in posirioii as the perceived importance of each 
need changes for different iiidividiKils, and also within 
each individufll at different points in time or stages of life 
[2] Security Needs arc: Health & safety，Financial security’ 
Relationship security .Status Needs are: Selt-esteem, Social 
status. Autonomy & authority . Stimulation Needs are: 
Physiciil acth'ity. Intellectual sriiniiliition, (Change or stebil-
itv‘ Each of the Fundamental Needs has Interests associ-
ated with it. Interests need to be uncovered and recog-
nized in order to accurately articulate achievable goals [2| 
Comparison of the Fundamental Needs Model with Abcaham Maslow's HIearchyofNetds 
-UUnbvkh 
Maslow's Hiearchy of Needs 
The psychologist Abraham Maslow developed a 
theory that suggests we, humans, are motivated to 
satisfy five basic needs. These needs arc arranged 
in a hierarch)'.. While modern research shows some 
shortcomings with this theory, Maslow's Hierar-
chy of Needs Theory remains an important and 
simple motivation tool for managers to understand 
and apply. The Hierarchy of Needs is as follows: 
5. Self-Actualization Needs (achievement issues 
such as workplace autonomy, challenging work, and 
subject matter expert status on the job) 4. Esteem 
Needs (positive self-image and respect and recogni-
tion issues such as job titles, nice work spaces, and 
prestigious job assignments.) 3. "Beloiigin.giiess" 
Needs (social acceptance issues such as friendship 
or cooperation on the job) 2. Security Needs (stable 
physical and emotional em-ironineiit issues such as 
benefits, pension, sfite work environment, and fair 
work practices)!. Physiological Needs (basic issues 
of survh'iil such as salary and stable employment) [2] 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
According the psychologist model, Maslow sug-
gests that we seek first to satisfy the lowest level 
of needs. Once this is done, we seek to satisfy each 
higher level of need until we have satisfied all hve 
needs. Four layer of TSW can be generally defined to 
analysis the missing layer of urban planning in TS\X' 
Successful city planning will have well integration 
of these layers 
http://ww'-wahcgoalfocusedway.com/？tag 二 psychology 
�i-r 4.0 Inrcrprcraiion of missing planning layu. 
Finding the reason of the occurrcncc of the city of sadness -Tin Shui W'mx researching the missing 
issue under the effective planning, and dealing with the maximize usable capacity of TS\X' 
LAYER 4 Humanities, making place, contextual 
The planning fulfilled the fiinciament.il hurnai) niciuiil need? 
Self-Actualization Needs 
I: am I T I C , Sclf-Acnializiitioii Needs 
(achievcincnr issues siicb as workplace 
autonofuy, cballciigiiig work, and subjcxt 
matter expert status on the job)砂 
Esteem Needs ^ 
1: am known, I '.stccn) Needs 
(Positive sclf-iniiigc and respect niid recog-
nition issues such as job titles, nice work 
spaces, and prcsrigious job assignments.) 
Missing 
“Belongings” Needs 
1 iim part of a group, "Rclongings" 
Need J； (social accopnuice issues such us 
friciicisliip or ax^pcration on the job) 
纷 4 
LAYER 3 Three-dimensional relationship Miss ing 
The physical and spatial composirion and arrangement of builr~f<n'tns and their tlirec-dinicusioniil relationship with 
the spiiccs around them and the surrounding s^ ctrings. 
Loss strucnirc of place j^H^t f No srt'cers 
Same hierarchy path, n H H K ^^ ^； Separation building and road. 
Loss of centre point, ^^^HTLL NO transfer place 
^ ^ l O O l t t B i Inaccessibility of upper level 
LAYER 2 linkage and building objects 
2d level, 11 IS err the rcAvn m n d a o J nv >Julc cic-nionts，Base on ilic sraiistics : m a l � ’ is o n � h t : p-.>pul.ui(in. it is cfYccruul .\nJ functional 
Building heights and spaces should boar a ccrrain I'clationship TO 
h u m a n pi'(>pt>rtk>ii a n d t o f a c i l i n i r c e a s y u s a g e , i i u o r a c T i f m a n d 
p e r c e p t i o n b y t l i c u s e r s . 
S 
# # i # > • v A 
LAYER 1 figure ground, land use planning 
Base on phm drawitig, and the political strategy, I .arid use- mainly ：广紅-^^"^公.�/ . ‘ 
r c s i d c t u i a l a r e a ：法 
No urban design - 'Vhc problems of staiiJaixii/ation of planning, “ 






No uiban design 
There is no urban design. Urban planning and archi-
tecture are separated, no urban design. The Planning 
Department completed a study on the "Urban Design 
Guidelines for Hong Kong" (the UDG Study) just 
published in 2003. Homogeneity in terms of land use, 
let TSW bccome are “bedroom comimmky” planning 
base on top-down planning, not multiple direction. 
Estate base "sub-town" 
Estate base "sub-town" 
Planning structure in TSW is too governmental, 
just for easy management and convenience.. Even 
sub-town (estate) has their own facilities, includ-
ing certain no. of block, small mall, and small car 
park; school. The linkage between estates to estate 
is poor, not welcome, not on footpath. No big 
shopping mail, or 'A large centre place. Not enough 
shop, no competition, can't provide more work. The 
problems of standardization of planning, too rigid, 
make space are separated, disperse, scatter, isolated.. 
\ >
 〜 < ， 
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l \ i n 4.(t Inrerprcnuitni o f mi s s ing p l ann ing h)\-r 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
Layer 1 planning- figure ground, land use plan-
ning 
In the layer 1 planning, this is about the development 
ot a new town and the land use phinniiig, base on plan 
drawing, and the political strategy, land use- mainly 
residential area.Tin Shui \Xai New Town cannot 
provide a good mix of viirious types of housing 
development to meet the forecast demand. Modern 
plMiiiiing tor New Town in Hong Kong, use the stand-
ard strategies, the ponds in TSW" were reclaimed for 
the development of Tin Shui \X ai Ne.\v Town in the 
late 1980s, new town were build on a white paper. 
\ \ m 4.0 丨na�ipa-r :ui(m t)f inissinfj; planning l\)\ 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
Layer 2 planning - linkage and building objects 
Laver 2 plaiiiiiiig is base oii the statistics analysis on 
the populadon, it is effectual and functional, just 
insert the town standard module elements. There, is 
unsuitable housing Mix- high percentage of unitary 
and homogeneity public housing, nnd nor sufficient 
open space Jind community facilities the use of open 
space for the residents. There are unmoral demog-
raphy, large proportion for specify group of people. 
Except for the demography, Shall we also concerns 
about the total visual effect of building masses, con-
nections with people and places, creation of spaces 
for movements, urban amenities and public realm? 
Figure 4.3 Age Distribution iii TSW and Hong Kong 2006 
Figure 4.5 Household Couipositiou iu TSW and HK, 
1 1 1 
M . • 
m . 
Houiehokt coiqioiition 
Not usual demographic 
There is large proportion of same class with dense 
population. And the community is young; the facili-
ties may not suitable for the young. There are large 
amount of un-extended nuclear family’ lower-end 
job, new inimigrant. This is unmoral and unbalances 
town compare with other new town in Hong Kong. 
Functional base planning 
TS\X' planning is functional base, out of human scale 
and fragmental. Compare with traditional city’ it is 
directional, directional, with segment. AcaiaUy, build-
ing heights and spaces should bear a certain relation-
sliip ro human proportion and to facilitate easy usage, 




\irr 4.(1 h u u r p a ' t a t i t m o f mi s s ing p lanning la}\'r 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
“Sub-town，，homogeneity of basic buildings in 
the northern TSW 
Cienenilly, buildings in the ilorrhern TSW are homo-
geneity'. Buildings are created base on object base, not 
concemcd the ground level, it it is continuity; entirety， 
huniiuiit}'. It is a vertical city housing (SS-'-'o public housing) 
with mm.iv objects: mall，school, service or miiltiflincrional 
centre. 
Tin Heng天恆祁 






4216 public units 






5640 public units 
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Grandeur Terrace 
俊宏軒 .2003 
4100 public units 





4100 public units 






4192 public units 






5120 publio units 
5 housing blocks 
1 muti-purpose 
1 mall 
Vianni Cove 慧 





3800 public units 
9100 people 
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Parr 4 .0 Inrcrpa-mriciii o f mi s s ing p lanning layer 
.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
Layer 3 planning - three-dimensional relationship 
Layer 3 is the physical and' spatial composition and 
arrangement of built-fornis and their three-dimensional 
relationship with the spaces around them and the sur-
rounding settings. y\ 3d Jippaxich can increase the 
capacity of the city infinitely. People increasing demand 
for space is then taken as the point of departure for a 
search for new capacity. This space is found by eiivelop-
ing the earth in a ne.w programmatic ‘skin，that can swell 
in places to some cubic kilometers! A thrce-cUniensional 
city is created by making use of unused spaces in urban. 
But there is loss strucrure of place in modern planning 
Too much openness inconceivable, linear, no 
sense of place 
TSW have too much openness inconceivable, linear, 
no sense of place.Compare with square in Siena, 
there is conceivable volume, contract enclosures and 
boundary. Dtn-elopments off narrow streets as a result 
of past incremental developments，small plots and 
maximized inteiisiu^ 
i 
\ \ n 4.0 In tcrpa-mt ion o f m i s s i n g p l ann ing h\\\ 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
Same hierarchy path, loss of centre point，with 
standard but no system 
TS\X' planning have same- hierarchy path, loss of 
centre point, wirh standard but no system, compare 
witli San Marco, Venice, there is centre and paths, 
representation of the pLice, systematic landmarks at 
the focal points and civic/commercial centers should 
be introduced. 
No integrity of the street 
TS\r have no integrity of the street.Compare with San 
Marco, Venice, there is centre and paths, representa-
tion of the place, systematic 
Separated，large distance in between, no transfer 
place. 
EstJites in TSW ？ire separated, large distance in 
between, no transfer place. Compare with Europe Old 
Street, the street attach place and colonnade with well 
interspaces.Tower buildings such as commmiity hall, 
schools, etc should be used as interface and as visual 
and spatial relief in the large area in urban core. 
nnPBi 
l \ irr 4.0 lntLTpiTt:u-nm o f miss ing p lanning 丨ii)vr 
4.2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
Layer 4 planning 
contextual 
humanities, making place, I am part of a group, 
"Belongingness" Needs (social acceptance issues 
such as friendship or cooperation on the job) 
Lnver 4 planning seems fulfilled the fundamental human 
mental need. TSW" is lacking sense of place and simplify 
the people needs, 'I'S\X' should have certain “space，，for 
ccLtain live to mke place, there is just a "picture frame", 
and rhere is a deeper root of existentifil meanings. What 
shall we determine? The planning seems fulfilled the fiin-
damental human needs: Physiological Needs and Security 
Needs, but the environment cannot provide "Belong-
ingiiess" Needs, Esteem Needs, and Self-Actiiidization 
Needs. If this is not a place, it can't fulfill the fundamental 
human needs. 
… 醒 … 4 … . . 墨 
The isolation feeling, Movement sequences 
The lack of community support and weak social 
networks, residents in Tin Shui \X ai are distanced and 
alone from their friends and lire hard for them to 
get assistance in the area because of the weak social 
networks. 
Invofcement, public and private, the self -belong, 
communication to people 
What is modernization place need? If the housing 
is too homogeneity, can we "expand" each person 
to “public area" There have been a large number of 
immigrants coming from Mainland China in recent 
years and they are not able to sustain their living as 
most of them were not educated. All in all, the resi-
dents of Tin Shui Wai are still living under the poverty 
line and they always seek for the larger support from 
the government. 
Parr 4.0 Inrc ip ivrar iun o f niissinp^ p lanning layer 
•2 LAYER IN PLANNING 
I am known, 
Esteem Needs (positive self-image and respect 
and recognition issues such as job titles, nice 
work spaces, and prestigious job assignments.) 
I am me, Self-Actualization Needs 
(Achievement issues such as workplace auton-
omy, challenging work, and subject matter expert 
status on the job) 
There is visually impoverish in housing, block of sur-
rounding nature, according to K.L. “poor imageability 
mav cause emotional insecurity". 
Build place character, identity, history and 
memory of place 
"Human identity presupposes the identity of place" 
Genius Loci. There is symbolizadon in homogene-
ity housing, TSW had been labeling becomes city 
of sadness; make people have a negative feeling to 
themselves. "Environment influences human beings, 
and this implies that the purpose of architecture 
transcends the dchnirion given by early functional-
ism.man cannot gain a foothold through scientific 
understanding alone .Me needs symbols, that is, works 
of art which "represent life-situations.'" Christian 
Norberg-schulz, Genius Loci 
Conccntmte to TSW”, when the sad news happened in 
TSW", a lot of Support comc to TSW’ but there will be 
disappear after few months, shall we do something 
permanent, give Energy, vitality，diversity，hope, pas-
sion, Let them know they are "valued". For long-term, 
not only just provide, chances for them 
Working on low-status job 
It is .difficult for people to find a job in Tin Shui Wai 
and therefore they are hard to self sustain themselves. 
Tin Shui Wai should not be labeled any more but 
their spirit of self-help and helping others should be 
promoted. The negative news from the media would 




MAKE LAYER 4 - HUMAN HIGH LEVEL NEEDS AND PERCEPTION 
OPPORTUNITIES 
A. Characterization 
B. High accessbility 
C. Incentive 
D. Polyvalence 


















Reinvention of typical con-
New production 
l\irt 4.0 Inrcrprcnuion o f miss ing p h n n i n g liiycr 
4.3 DESIGN METHOD: 
USE LAYER 3 TO ACHIEVE LAYER 4 
There is missing layer of layer 3 and hiyei: 4 in TSXK: 
The planning seems fulfilled the fundamental human 
needs, but scarcity of the high level of human needs. 
Human need the layer 4 to satisfy their human needs, 
but existing TSW planning can't fulfill the TSW 
people actually. This thesis is proposed to build-up 
three dimension relationships in the Layer 3 to fulfill 
the insufficient in kver 3 from the layer 3 to the layer 
4, there arc three parts of process for a more clear 
studies. 
Firstly, layer 3 can be defined into coiitexrual and 
non-contextual. In contextual, we can study from the 
iiTiitaring aspect (local and native) and rehabilitating 
aspect ( wetland and native).In non-conteKtiml, we 
can study from reinvention of typical concept and 
new production.Secondly, there are four aspect of 
opportunity can be founded: Charncterizarion, High 
accessibility, Incentive, Polyvalence. Fiiifilly, human 
high level needs and perception can be achieved: ' T m 
part of group", "I 'm know", "I 'm me", and then 
laver can be successes. 




What are the human activities in existing TSW ？ 
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PART 5.0 BASIC PRINCIPLE 
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\ i n 5.(丨 lV‘isic principle 
5.1 MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
Characterization 
1. simple system from the wetland 
There is lack of local character in TSW, we should 
sharpen the identity, find the most identity element 
and building, linking togerlier, the diameter is formed 
by the local citizcii. Wetland is the most unique ele-
ments in TSW, but it can't be found in the new 
estate. There is a. simple system from the wetland, 
the formation subdivision of land and ownership. 
2. Familiar: Local ptaticc & Native village, help 
association of thought 
The place should be familiar for people, create something 
just like their mnve village, helping them have association 
of thought. Landmark sculpture / monument, theme 
streets, public square, iconic buildings are the example 
elements for creating image of city. .. 
Water and Sky ； reflection 
Case study • image of city 
1. Landmark suplture I monument 
2. Theme street 
3. Public Square 
Iconic building 
Siena, Italy 
Main Instructor: river 
Parr 5.0 Basic principle 
5.1 MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
street dominant, options for 
continuous walking experience 
1. Podium street- car free 
Element, Kowtoon 
High accessibility 
Pedestrian-friendly downtown, experimental space 
with high accessibility should be existed in the "place". 
There nre multiple ways to eater a place, multiple 
options and hierarchy, not only one large space, but a 
collection of" attractive place. According to Whyte "if 






There is high transparency, and well visual linking 
extension from the main street. Visual linkages should 
include major visual corridors to the surrounding 
natural landscape assets and should extend well into 
the heart of the urban area where possible. 
These attractive spaces will let people feeling in-
between, outdoor & indoor, gradual spatial change 
from private to public, these kinds of space were cre-
ated depend on: proportion, scale, material "and form. 
There are some examples of street dominant with 
continuous walking experience, such as Podium street-
car free area in Shatin, Vertical street in Ssamziegil, 
Korea, Overlapped street in Namba ciu； japan. 
skywindow mall 
recessed entrance plaza 
glass garden 
Lamham plaza, HK 
CItywalk. HK 
Namba city, Japan 
Fountain, Rome, Italy m 
.Italy 
Wing Lee Street 
Incentive - people make "place" 
Moiig Kok in Hong Kong have many opportunity 
for fill in the gap to make the city image become 
complete. These kinds of opportunities are some 
space for further nddirion and modification for new 
or existing program. 
•Ill 
• 
No opportunity for 
fill ill the gap 
Opportunity for fill in the gap 




M o n g K o k 
People can control their path to desrination. Actually, 
small blocks create more intersection; let the place 
more interesting, more control and freedom, more 
direct path to the destination. There are'-elements 
for incentive，sense of it own. People want to stav\ 
they can do their own, setting social, such enclosure, 
landmark pier. 
• j n ：：£：»£ 
H H ^ p i i i ： 
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free plan and mix use of sky high ccntre 
Column I I 
Pier ^ I 
e.g. landmark —‘ 
level up 
� ‘m. 5.(1 IV.isic principk' 
5.1 MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
itlcan 
•nw-et^ 
Vin 5 .0 i W i c principle 
5.1 MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
Polyvalence 
Exploding more programs from existing needs, 
making more multiple opportunities, In commercial 
aspect, there is more opportunities for creation, small 
business. More better and suitable space for encour-
iige cultural and recreation activities. Actually^ basic 
supporting facilities must be needed such as social 
caring, nursery clinic. 
1. Commercial: Creation, Small business 
The existing small business in TSW 
The Chinese food restaurant: New immigrant 
people from different region of China can con 
tributed 
Small business : No chain stores, shop for small 
business is affordable for the low income group 
Expert business : New immigrant can show off 
the talent, such as hair cut, farming . 
2. Cultural and recreation 
variety of different quality of space 
Flea market: More flexible, easy to contrust 
Sport Playground 
Vin 5.0 iVasic principle 
5.1 MAKING OPPORTUNITIES 
Furthermore, Progmm in Hong Kong modern town 
planning is too rigid, single space just is suited program. 
In the rcality, progmms exist in a space in chaotic way, it 
is not a rigid and systematic, and programs are m'edapped 
and integrated. A large area may contain m;uiy 
These kinds of methodology, more still be needed find-
ing the place of interest in a more humanity and reality 
wav. 
TSW-






travelling to home 
Program in Hong Kong modern town planning Program in real humanity life - chaotic 
- R i g i d 
Mong Kong Shatin 
single space x mutiple program single space x mutiple program 
Sai Ysng Choi 
獵 
•
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single space x mutiple program 
1 




、；;wait ing bus 
meeting point 
transit point 
l\u't 丨 IV.isic principle 
5.2 INTENSITY 
To help the TSW people immediately, some of the exist-
ing fiindamciital srrucaire should be kept; especially the 
housing and parr of the car park and mall should be kept. 
Integrating will small and scatter gathering space. And 
mjiiiiniimng the network density, keep walk able transit 
routes within a quarter mile, the transit route distance not 
more than h:ilf mile, from a staying place to the other 
striving ]:)lace Centre should be close to the transit stop, 
since people will more willing to go and always go to 
transit bus stop and station, the community centre should 
be next to it. Furthermore, the potential design should 
maintain the continuity of attraction points, especially the 
greeiieiT elements from river and wctknd. 
keep the existing ground floor bus stop and shop 
And maintaining the network density, keep walk able 
transit routes within a quarter mile, the transit route 
distance nor more than half mile, from a staying place 
to the other staying place Centre should be close to 
the transit stop, since people will more willing to go 
and filways go to transit bus stop and station, the 
community centre should be next to it. Furthermore, 
the potential design should maintain the continuity 
of attraction points, especially the greenery elements 
from river and wetland. Furthermore, the potential 
design should maintain the continuity of attraction 
points, especially the greenery elements from river 
and wetland. 
Furthermore, the potential design should maintain the 
conrinuin- of attraction points, especially the greenery 
elements from river and wetland. 
P.irr 5 ,0 Bas ic principle 
5.2 INTENSITY 
Existing public space 
Existing placeless port争I 
\\m l^asic principk' 
5.3 CONNECTIVITY 
In manv inhmnanitv district cases, th much of the 
criticism of high-rise living and its high demity but to 
its low density at ground leyd. The new design need 
to ensure high density in ground level, let people feel 
well within 5 storey height. 
I 1 I 
IVasic principle 
5.3 CONNECTIVITY 
And also maintaining a nice Height-to-width ratios 
for street visual enclosure, lets street-orientated build-
ing along the pedestrian street, make better relation-
ship to the street, the modern planning high-rise 
planning, make pedestrian have less tiling to look at, 
make them feel more isolated, feel more far away from 
the destimtion. A well height-to width ratio can create 
better visual enclosure, minimum ration is 1:3. 
TIN HENG ESTATE 
compare with great street 
(same scale 1:1000 ) 
Regent Street, London 
TIN HENG ESTATE 
jr.-i•• 
3； 
TIN HENG ESTATE TIN YAT ESTATE 
U 丄 
4 -'S— ^ 
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Virr 5 . " B a s i c p r i n c i p l e 
5.4 COMPLEMENTARY 
There is a complementary logic within TSW’ this 
rural new town district. The belonging needs within 
cultural and supporting service program, self-esteem 
needs within work opportunity program, self- actu-
alization needs within self-business and character 
program, each of these program aids each others, 
and it is dominant by tourism business to give a well 
(]evel(3pmetit. 
And also Increase site capacit}' from tmnsport system, 
there are too much abundant car park area whose can 
be recovered to be the human area. 
mi mi 
(social acceptance issut 
such as friendship or 






(achievement issues such as workplace 
autonomy, challenging work, and subject 







(positive self-image and respect and i 
ognition issues such as job titles. nic€ 
spaces, and prestigious job assignment, 
& 4鼸 
Increase site caparer^wi^ transport system 
HELP 
car space vs human space 
HELP 
VRK 
low capacity of road and car-
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PART 6.0 EXPLORATION OF DESIGN STRATEGIES 
6.1 Study stmegies 
6.2 ('.onsolidatirtn of strjiiegie?： 
,人二, ： . .. • ‘ • • ‘ . <, •.I,. 
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Parr 6.'l l -xp lonuion o f design strategies 
6.1 STUDY STRATEGIES 
Study 01 
Unify & mix use, 
aggregation of few attractive hub 
This strategy would like to create multi- use public 
destination tor community, there are aggregation 
artracth'c points in chaotic, such as plaza, square, 
design place owned by citizen in public area. This 
strategy can achieve better connectivity and accessibil-
ity, and make familiar village en\ironment. But it just 
the image of nature, not authentic, and it is difficult 
to organize indoor place to be high transparency. 
Place of interest: 





Sunken garden with na- Rural living experience 
ture light for gathering 
� , i n 6.(1 I 'Aplorai ion o f dosit;n s i rmogics 
6.1 STUDY STRATEGIES 






Diffusive & retreat, 
for Accelerating town growth 
This strategy would like to create fi system of "farm-
ing >bLiving >enting", break down and extension of 
existing, making some of farmer market and local 
economy. According to psychologist Robert Sommer, 
people enjoy sociable conversations four-and-half 
time more often at a farmers marker, than in a super-
market, for example: Union Square Greenmarket in 
Manhattan, Moore Street Market in NY This strategy 
can use the advantage of large amount of immigrant 
population to be expert farmer and chef, it is very 
unique. And this can follow the trend of local food 
system in current year which is more environmental 
friendly. It is sustainable economy; make a self-support 
great community but keeping the existing structure 
mav have manv constmiiits. 
Place of interest: 
Place of exchange Local Farmer market Unique Chinese and 
India restaurant 
Local vegeatable & 
seafood 
Farming experience for 
citizen 
Study 03 
Connect to river & wetland, 
create main street bond.. 
This strategy would like to build a community thought transportation system with a nice street proportion, 
there is dominant of runnel, ramp, large piece of open space, link - up with wetland. Making traffic calming, 
these encourage walking, biking and transit. Bur there is boiTowing element from the nearby advantage, not 
self support. 
Nice Streetscape, feeling Outdoor Shopping with Continuous walking 
humanity and intimate tree and decking experience 
Large green space High visibility in mutiple 
Sirt6.() l.:>qili>ratif>n o f Jcsi .^n strategies 
6.1 STUDY STRATEGIES 
\ m 6.0 I'ixploratifin o f des ign s rnuegics 
6.1 STUDY STRATEGIES 
Study 04 
Toward an Architecture of Place, 
iconic architecture 
This strategy would like to build an iconic architec-
ture, make n definitive design statement to make an 
enduring impact. It looks like a work of art, allows 
for creative uses and opportunities for exploration. 
This design can be an integral part of making great 
dries. But there will be poor interaction with local 
cultural and people, it may not suitable, in the resi-
dential district. 
Place of interest: 
Unique building form Civil place Trendy spot Block the highrise Intergrate with context 
J l 
\ 
r,m 6.(1 I'Aploraiinn of design strategies 
6.2 CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES 
Both of" these strategies have certain level of advan-
tage which can be formulated and integrated to the 
next stage. The consideration is making great places 
can't help to create tourist attractions and working 
opportunity. W'e should do environment that will 
be attractive for businesses. This “place” should be 
sustainable and under growing, creating place-based 
jobs that strengthen local community also create 
opportunities for growing of chaotic and livable. And 
no doubt that humnnity is the first priority 
Define main access, human flow, and 
transfer place with high accessibility 
•X 
H B ^ H 
IVin 6." I'ixploraiirin ot" design B O B 





Virr 6.0 I'^ xplorarinn of dosiu：!! straifgicj^  
6.2 CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES 
Using layer 3 to achieve level 4 
Convert the steps of mderii planning, planning a 
place start from human needs by using layer 3 to 
achieve level 4, Strategies focus to 3-dimensional 
spacial relationship to achieve humanities space Step 5 : Local connection 
Increase the capacity pesdestrian for hu-
manity needs 
Step 4 : Entension the capacity 
Sunken and narrow down the road, re-
conzied the exisiting attractive point 
- b u s stop location 
Step 3 : zoning: 
Break down the large mass, f ind out the 
centre point and circulation, recognize the 
exisiting attractive point, 
Step 2 : Place of interest 
Refine the pedestrian tranit path and place 
for poeple making 
Step 1 : Keep the existing 
housing , school and determine the pro-
tential of the cakpark and mall 
天*圃蒱1181身r天細J 
近40小販聚集自力更生•«促政府接地 
IVirc Ci.d IvxpK)ratinn o f design sriMtcgies 
6.2 CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES 
There is existing humanity elements, but it is 
not well-origanised , fragamend, not allowed, 
can be consolidated into three main is sure as bleow: 
Street Market 
r . i rc 6 , 0 I ' lxplora i io i i o f Jcs i s^n s i r a r e g i e s Comparsion with other example in Hong Kong 
Level of stability & flexiblitiv 
6.2 CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES 
There is existing humanity 
elements, but it is 
-notwel l -or igan ised 
- f ragamend 
Comparsion with other exampleln'FTong Kbrig 
Level of stability & flexiblitiy 
Controied in 
• 
^continuous walking experience \ 
V large atrium In the plaza J 
J u m p to 
h i g h e r level 
^Market 
• • H H f i 
double height and wide enough 
whole day, centraligtion 
Van C h a i \ 
mutiple layer walkway ) 
small scale J 
IP 
J u m p to 
h i g h e r level 
Cultural and talent 
The Jockey Club Creative Art^Centre, Shek Kip Mel 
r i l 
JUL 
Parr 6.(1 i ' : X | ) l o n u i � n o f s rnucg ic s 
6.2 CONSOLIDATION OF STRATEGIES 
more outdoor place, close to the ground level drouble volume, more intergrated with the centre 
space 
-well street proportion 
ILJJ 
common coutrtyard connect to IF and G F 
v.U-i'j.^ii：：^-. 
-two side street, 
high to wide for the visual enclosure 
direct path to upper level 
phz'A ill centre 
block the view of 丨ligh dense housing 
•i： ‘ \ - . 
蒙 
m 
Suitable edge condition for the human needs - ： V • 者 ‘ . 
PART 7.0 SPECIAL STUDY 
ftdge spaiial con filtration pt ur]聊 public spacc 
S备 
I[力歡•；成气 
• .s'^ vi.w'..^  
Rather than basic human su�ak. thai is subtle edge a'mdiuon in public bpAct\ ‘ � ！ u \ Ipng Kong, cs-
pecinilv m Tin ShvT/VTai. W'c arc goinjJ lo auaiysip these bijbile edge r<，n(Jmm)�by ^"cdgc i^pada} c<Dnfigura-
tion \yirh human rcaciion" and “hi^main nc< cV . “F丄igc ^paual umrigunnoii v\nrh iuimaji rcadiem"-means 
tilt' ek'iiieiils ” f human effcctivc commuiiicadfji). Accorc}tn|i-h> Ifin (-IchL i -lA- LH i\\ LC n buildings, the 
tlcments or.effccihc couimiwication arc： enclosure, disu.uice, direction, lcv<,-l and .-peed ^'hiutian.tiecds'' 
jncan^ the Self-Aclu.ilii:aU()ii Ncedb, Xceds, ^'Beiongiti®iK>-' els ,认�urity Needs, 
cal Needs, according Lbc Masiov l Ucarchy t>f N cd?. A wcU p^aiitiod spacc tor human can e n c o u r ^ ..-.’':: 
and iuifll] (he human high v'l of human acc'db, the Si;U:Aatu?’lizaijon N^xd ami ilic I-.stt^em NeeBi.cvcii 
ihc self-acmali^aiion For example the Monj^korig wnlk able pedc^Lrihii prox-idc a high level o\ ：⑴； 
tonomy And ricxibiUiy for pet'iormance, help t:hcni fnlfili acbjcvc;u-cnr issues such woi:kpl;iec au 
toiioui), chrillciuytig-
_ _ _ - ... : .j ... ‘ ‘ 」 
""2 Human acrivitietf； 
Level 
7.1 SPECIAL STUDY: 
EDGE SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACE 
I lunians iiocJs 
ids.';c spaci:il configuration 
With human reaction 






Focus 1 A y o " A w 
5. Self-Actualization Needs 
I，m me 
fAchicvemcnt issues such as workplace 




l^ irallcl street to cn-
close the cvctu 
Simple sctring fo 
small but^ incss 










u 肿 U 
clitY. Light sourccs ot 
1 )crf( )rnianco sp,‘i cc 
Piix iUc studio urea 
Inccnriv* 
I Playground 
Parallel street to enclose the event Incentiv 







And shopping strcot 
e Playground 
l5 
\ irr 7.0 Sjiocial study 
7.1 SPECIAL STUDY: 
EDGE SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACE 
I lunians needs 
Ixlgc spaciiil configuration 
With human rcacrioii 
� - ( I _:ffccr a nn-
numicarion ) 
4. Esteem Needs 
-I，m Known 
(Positive sc'lf-imaj^ c ；in J rcspcct and 









n v A v o -







iige self- niotiviirivc 
r 
Safety distance 
I '<)i' apprcciatc p 
J 
Mofo divcrsiry and 




Separation of Imicl 
and calm place 







Rcco^ i^ niizo the 
clux'sicr 
•iTicounigc people 
to look up 
Speed 
•A ' 游 
(^ hccsior arc rccog-
ni/cd 
^ /§!; •”. 
Most f-ist and 
Dirccr path 
Separation of loud and calm place 
r�,UT 7.0 S j v c i a l study 
7.1 SPECIAL STUDY: 
EDGE SPATIAL CONFIGURATION OF URBAN PUBLIC SPACE 
1 ulgc spacial confiiv^uration 
Wirh human rcuctioii 
、 - ( I '.ffcct coni-
muiiication •) 
I luniiins needs 
3. "Belongingness" Needs 
I am part of a group ！ 
(s<)ci.il acccpraiicc issues such as friend-
ship or coopcf.ition on the job)) 
2. Security Needs 
(stable physical and cniotional cnvinmnKMir issues such as bcn-
c-firs. pension, safe work environment, unci fair work practice's) 
1. Physiological Needs 






Planters with long bench 
provide more personal 
space ^ 
藝11 
Stools for staying 
1 
Boundary cffcct 
More semi-open and 
cncosure place. People 
would like to stay lon-
ger time 
Distance 
n o u O b 
hindcn space, more 
personal space 
Steeper slope with rest-
ing placc 
Shorter the distance 
Direction / 
Focus 
' ： 龜 
Staying around 
爾 I 膽 




巧 、 I 
众•功: 
%券 
Self- belonging and : Privately own public space 
WiTt,:� 
li ^ ^ 
Short group gathering Steps - tMicouragc 
Accept gentle slope, not Walking path 
more than 5-10%, better ‘ (within 400-500m) 
than terrace 
Parr 6.U I is]")lor.ition ol" Jos^ ^n strarc^ i^es 
7.2 HUMAN ACTIVITIES 




Spacial order for diifferent group of people 
Places for mix ages • 
• 
m 
Characters in TSW 
Mr So 
20 years old 
student 
satisfy to TSW 
Places 
Places for teenagers Characterist ics of teenagers 
gathering in more hidden 
space 
Characters in TSW 
Mr Cheung 
9 years old 
retired 
satisfy to TSW 
Places 06:00 am 12:00 noon 18:00 pm 24:00 midnight 
playing 丨n ccjurt 
Places of children 
like cycling on square 
Characters in TSW 
Mr Lee 






not satisfy to TSW 
Places 
morning mamet working 
酵 ？
 一 
巧 ， ； i
 s ^ s i i l 
M s ,
 i i 
¥
 1 





bring chiidren to school eating outdoor aying chess gathering in park 
working opportunity 
m: 
12:00 noon 06:0Q,am 
Characters in TSW 
Mr Cheung 
72 years old 
retired 
satisfy to TSW 
Places 








exercise in Dark flyrng knites snopping 
m 
_ 
(wake up early 
like sitting in people 
relaxing interest 
Places 
• ,t • - -
\ f 
雞 
1 : 1 C23 
t ? 
1 I 
Characters in TSW 
Mrs Wong 
36 years old 
office assitant 
not satisfy to TSW 
few recreation place 
typical and boring 
not enough library 
Places 
I b r ing ch i ld ren to schoo l 
騰 湖 
l oo l i.:..:..i ‘ ga the r ing in park 
Places 
working opportunity 
Tin Sa Park 

4 
PART 8.0 PROPOSED SCHEME 
8.} Cicinerarioti of fhc street 
H.2 Street of the people 
,'Ibp.vic\v 
8.3 Space for the people, 
i'loot plan 
8.1 Live bv the ])eo|>lc 
“ sScction of rhe^strccc 
Liie ill I'm Shui ^Val 
8.5 Mcxlel • 
魏. 
^ I 
P a n 8.0 I'ri i p o s e d sc l i emc Enclosure/ Pier 
8.1 GENERATION OF THE STREET 
The street of Tin Shui \Xai People can be generated 
from existing insufficient spatial condition, base on 
the"Edge spatial configuration with human reac-
tion". 
Create streets for small and large 
‘ group business，2-3 storey streets 
i c cape enclosure 
S o f t e n bj^iA^Rn-
f 
0 
Direction / Focus 
衫 ‘ • 





Encourage more human 
activities 
。护 i-JJLi 
Mulri,- level on ^ ^ 
qne p^  
0 ' 
ftMUU 
e A v c fl n ^ A M V s • 1 D J 
NarwSw c o n . i t b r Podium for high 
accessibility 
Speed 
— -《疼 i U 
L<av penetration 





1 . . .
 ’ 
The direct and faster path, encour-
age human circulation, slots for 
short group gathering 
麵 
i 
i\u-t 8.0 Proposed schcme jf^  
\uT 8.0 Proposed schoiTic 
8.3 SPACE FOR THE PEOPLE 
-FLOOR PLAN 
Program tor community needs, 















Pt-rmcable circulari >n, 
.niirkcr on groumi 
. . S h o p s and market 
H H Rccrcation and commiiniry 
辦Cultural 
H H Sci\'icc 
；A巧 Carpark 
GF 
l\3rr 8,0 l^roposed schcmc 
8.3 SPACE FOR THE PEOPLE 
-FLOOR PLAN 
Program for community needs, 
Space tor community 
Podium 
Rnisf die access>hilin\ 
cncouragc the com-
munin- garlic nng 
Shops and market 
Rccrcation and comnuinity 
二丄 Cultural 
H H SciAicc 
Ciarpark 
IF 
Vixn 8.1» >poso.d schcine 
8.3 SPACE FOR THE PEOPLE 
-FLOOR PLAN 
Program tor community needs, 
Space for community 
趣 
Veranda 
rx)nnccring wirli rlic 
podium and If* level, 
scmi-outdoor space �virh scrtmg area 
Shops and market 
I H B Recreation and comniuniry 
Cultural 




\ irr 8.0 I ' ropDsod schciTic 
8.3 SPACE FOR THE PEOPLE 
-FLOOR PLAN 
Program for community needs, 












,m.ukcr on gixjund 
Scciion A-. Section B-
Kt si.li: 11； ：：^^^^ 
Tiil ；： M’ 1 
1 ,f：' f! 
I? 
� i i n H.O P r o p o s e d s c h c n i c 
8.4 LIVE BY THE PEOPLE - SECTION OF THE STREET 
This proposed scheme not onlv post-making the 
great avenue for a period, it also provide the op-
porrunides for sustainable growing of real Tin Shui 
W'ai,, fulfill their human needs in a suirablc wa)； let 
TSW people build up the local character by them-
selves, miikc a more vivid and brilliant Tin Shui Wai, 
remove the sign of city of sadness. 
LONG SECTION OF THE STREET 
CROSS SECTION OF THE STREET (Xcvv propfjscci tlcsigii in grccii color slnb) • • • 
• I H I H S ^ ! ^ ^ IPHHI 











 f m 
I s 
fe 
‘ ： 明 麵 ： ; . 
n . ^ — 
Z Z M 叫 -
Entrance terrace with steps ramp and i 
sitting place 
！TO 
kisok with two wall - flexibiliiT of different event. 
d o 






l\irr P n i p o s c d schenie 
8.4 LIVE BY THE PEOPLE,� 
-LIVE IN TSW “ 
I\irr H.d P r o p o s a l s chomc middle conidei:—supportive chair 
Podium_outdoor selling shop front 
8.4 LIVE BY THE PEOPLE 
-LIVE IN TSW 
hrx ' � “ P r o p o s e d schcnic 
8.4 LIVE BY THE PEOPLE 
-LIVE IN TSW 
IVirr 8.0 l^ roposcd s chomc 
8.5 MODEL 
-SITE ( NORTHERN TSW) 
Existing TSW (brown) 




I m i l 
\nT 8.0 IVoposoU schciTio 
8.5 MODEL 
-1:200 
Existing TS\X' (brown) 
Proposed street (white) 
I \ i r r9 . { ) Blblif.>graphy 
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